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President’s Message

As my term as CCA president draws to a close, I
would like to let you know that it has been my
 distinct privilege and honour to serve as

your CCA president for the 2007-09 term. This
unique and special opportunity has been filled
with many challenges and a steep learning
curve. Together with a group of dynamic,
dedicated, committed directors and a
supportive staff, this was a time of
collaboration, commitment, creativity and
celebration of CCA.

When I think about the role of CCA President, I
realize that I have been placed among giants.
Those presidents who have formerly occupied
this position have left a legacy of volunteerism
at its best. Volunteers - Board Directors,
Committee Chairs and many others - have
served the membership with countless hours of work. My
appreciation and gratitude extends to these individuals and
their teams whose dedication and unselfishness have made
our association what it is today!

Concomitantly, I have been thinking about the critical and
paradoxical roles that change and continuity are to the life
and well being of this association. On the one hand,
change involves growth and development, and looks to the
future. On the other hand, continuity sustains and builds on
what has come before, and honours the past. Together they
provide our organization with an important balance of vitality
and stability. Change and continuity will be once again in
evidence at this year’s AGM in Saskatoon, when Dr. Ron
Lehr will begin his new term as President, and I will

Continuity and Change: Working Together
assume the role of past president. Together we will
welcome 11 new Directors to the Board in addition to the

two returning members.

Change and continuity in 2007-2009 have been
evident in other ways as well. Over the last two
years we have seen the completion of a
number of tasks begun long ago, under the
leadership of other presidents and boards,
then developed and refined by others since.
These accomplishments have been a team
effort, the result of collective wisdom, many
hands and much imagination.

  We continue to demonstrate a balanced
      budget and to practice strong fiscal
      responsibility towards our members.

Membership is the lifeblood of our association and
something that is very dear to me. Thus the Board, the
Membership Services Committee and the National
Office have worked diligently and considered innovative
ways of Recruitment, Renewal and Retention of
members. Some of these include: the Student
Newsletter, the membership program for newly
graduating students, the addition of new member
insurance programs (automobile, house, and life), the
development of a new website, and the development of
a new membership database.

Continuing professional education is a radically
changing landscape, and topically focused conferences

MARIA DE CICCO
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Editorial Committee:
Maxine MacMillan, Sharon Cameron, Julie Ouellette, Isabelle Aubin

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:

Dr. Gabor Mate is the bestselling author of a new book, In
the Realm of Hungry Ghosts. He has also written When the
Body Says No and Scattered Minds. He is presently the
staff physician at a clinic in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside
whre he works with people with drug addictions, HIV and
related problems.

Dr. Kris Magnusson is the 2006 recipient of the Stu
Conger Award for Leadership in Career Development and
is currently the Associate Vice President, Academic at
the University of Lethbridge.

Tom Jackson was appointed an Officer of the Order of
Canada in 2000 for his music and humanitarian work,
and is well known to Canadians as an accomplished
musician and actor dedicated to helping the less
fortunate.

Changing Landscapes
Pre-Conference - May 19, 2009 / Conference 20-22, 2009

Delta Bessborough Hotel, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
REGISTRATION:

Register Now!

ACCOMMODATIONS:

Delta Bessborough Hotel
601 Spadina Crescent East
Saskatoon, SK
Telephone 1-800-268-1133

Mention the CCA/SSCA conference for the discount rate
of $159.00 per room.

Contact Lorraine Engel (lengel@gscs.sk.ca)
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE cont’d

meet the needs of a wide range of practitioners. We are
exploring national conference trends in an effort to move
from using “conference” as a noun to “conferencing” as
an action word. Recent examples include the Private
Practitioners Chapter who held a webinar, and taking the
CJC online. Dr. Alderson, our CJC journal editor, will be
launching the online journal this summer and he will also
be publishing online short case summaries in a new
section called Practioners’ Notebook. You can read
more about these new ideas in this edition of Cognica.
Plans are underway for a pilot project where our next
CCA conference will be centrally organized while leaving
the local province the responsibility of organizing the
program content and showing off its rich cultural and
social flare! An ad hoc committee has been established
to look at our communication strategy and all of our
resources currently used to communicate with our
public. The aim is to present a professional image, with
the enhanced technology to support a changing
landscape in how we connect and communicate!

For some time we have been rethinking our name and
proposing to change it from CCA to CCPA. To this effect
we have welcomed communication from our members.
We have followed a six point Communication Strategy to
ensure that members are not only informed but
understand the history and reasoning for proposing this
name change. As a result of membership feedback, an
ad hoc committee was struck. Two FAQ documents
have been distributed to the membership and the board
has chosen to poll the membership to get the pulse of
the nation and let the members’ voices be heard.

CCA has been supporting the various provinces in
attaining regulation. This has been done either through
in-kind contributions or by having some monies available
through the Legislative Support Fund. Currently we have
supported the provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
British Columbia, Prince Edward Island, and Ontario.
Currently we have legislation in Ontario, Nova Scotia,
and Quebec. It appears that New Brunswick is on its
way and PEI is close behind.

In collaboration with HRSDC, we held our first ever
Symposium on inter-jurisdictional mobility of the
counselling profession, in Ottawa in November 2008. At
the Symposium a new Project Working Group was
formed. Since the Symposium they have met,
developed a new proposal and submitted it to HRSDC
for approval.

Another important project has been to create a truly
connected association that communicates openly and
transparently with its members. Our efforts to

communicate and connect with our members have
included updating our website; conducting surveys;
emailing through the listserv; and the distribution of
regular newsletters from the provincial/territorial
directors. Something I am particularly proud of is the
fact that we have improved the quality of the French in
written and electronic documents. All French written
documents undergo a linguistic revision to correct
grammar and ensure that content is adapted and not
simply translated. I am deeply indebted to my dear
friends and colleagues Isabelle Aubin and Mireille
Savage from Centre Paul-Gratton.

Another board committee project has been the
compilation of a Policy and Procedures manual for the
use of leaders throughout the association. Also, the
Code of Ethics and the Standards of Practice have
been updated and refined to reflect today’s reality in the
counselling profession.

In my first message as your President, I referred to
Gardner’s description of leadership. According to Gardner,
leadership is not a solo performance. There is a team, and
beyond that team there are further circles of people who are
in effect, sharing the leadership task in institutions today.
Thus today, I wish to publicly acknowledge those individuals
who comprise my various circles. Over the last two years, I
have been truly blessed to work with the outstanding
directors who served on the board and our dedicated and
professional staff. Thus let me begin by saying THANK YOU
to my friends and colleagues of the Executive, David
Paterson, Ron Lehr and Connie Gerwing; to our friends and
colleagues on the Board from the west coast to the east
coast: Blythe Shepard; Kris Magnusson, Lorna Martin, Mona
Chevalier, Hope Burke, Janice Tester, Michel Turcotte;
Maxine MacMillan, Réal Leclerc, Linda Wheeldon; June
Sanderson and Lynda Younghusband. Together we worked in
a Collegial Climate where Commitment, Contribution,
Continuity and Celebration of CCA prevailed!

An additional circle consists of the individuals working at the
National Office. I want to thank the office staff especially
Denise Beaudette-Manley and Danielle Veilleux, for their
strong work ethic, warmth and humour. And last but not least
a very special thank you to our dedicated, professional and
hard working Executive Director, Barbara MacCallum.
Together, they have offered me unqualified support. I have
been inspired and challenged by their wisdom, their
commitment and their remarkable humanity. It has been an
incredible honour and privilege to work with them.

I want to thank another circle of people and they are all of
the directors who chaired committees and all of their

  Continued on page 4
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committee members. I want to thank in particular the
presidents and their Executives of our geographic and
special interest Chapters, for undertaking their leadership
roles and sharing with me in the CCA leadership task.
Special thanks to our Ethics Committee, Adjudication Panel
members (all of whom are former Board members who
volunteered to serve on this important committee); to Dr.
Glenn Sheppard for his role as co-chair in the Symposium
and our Ethics Amicus; to our CJC journal editor Dr. Kevin
Alderson and our former editor Dr. Vivian Lalande; to Dr. Bill
Borgen and Dr. Sharon Robertson for the important work
that they do as co-chairs of CACEP; and to all of our
professional provincial affiliations. Together we have all
worked to create a truly connected association!

I would be remiss if I did not say a special thank you to you
– our cherished members in the most important circle of
people sharing in the leadership task. Our association is
comprised of extraordinarily accomplished, talented and
dedicated members like you, who are always a pleasure to
meet. Your interest, support and generosity have enabled
CCA to become a home for future counsellors and leaders in
the counselling profession. CCA members contribute to the
well being of the Association in so many ways, from
attending our professional development events, to organizing
events, by writing an article for Cognica or CJC, or partaking
in a survey, by providing us feedback, or simply taking the
time to talk with us. Your contribution has made, and
continues to make a remarkable difference in the work we
do as your BOARD. Your email, your smile, your word of
encouragement or thank you went a long way!

I began this article with change and continuity and that is
where I will conclude. Although we have faced change and
continue to face changing landscapes for the counselling
profession, I believe that this will help us to become a
stronger association. The fact is no other association
represents the full measure of our profession as we do.
Clearly we are so much more together than we are apart!

And what about continuity, you ask? We have that too. A
long history (44 years), a vision for our work, and those
special qualities that counsellors have always brought to
their efforts: expertise and energy, purpose and passion,
perspective and imagination. As I write this message, I
realize that we have continuing challenges, enduring
questions, and the never-ending search for new answers.
Our future lies in the practice of thoughtful, dynamic,
committed practice. I am convinced that CCA has a vital
role to play in empowering counsellors and fostering lifelong
learning. Even if the language of counselling is common
currency today, we have much to do to enrich it, to entrench
it into our public policy and the structures of our

communities. I know that your new president Ron Lehr can
count on your continued generosity and commitment as
we continue to build this great association.

The Executive and the 2007-09 Board legacy will be one in
which we all worked in creating an exceptional community
that challenged the intellect, touched the spirit and served
the dreams of counsellors, educators and learners to
come! Working together we can continue to make a
difference in our profession and in our association.

In closing, I would like to quote Vince Lombardi, the
legendary football coach, who said, “Individual
commitment to a group effort; that is what makes a
team work, a company work, a society work, a
civilization work.”

To serve as president of the Canadian Counselling
Association has been a memorable opportunity. Thank you
and best wishes for your continued professional journey.

See you in Saskatoon!

Maria De Cicco, President
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT-ELECT

Standing on the Threshold!
Greetings everyone. I am secluded in my cottage in Port

 George, NS overlooking the Bay of Fundy. I can see
New Brunswick through the panoramic window in front of
me. A song from Van Morrison creeps into my head:
“Wouldn’t it be great if it were like this all the time!” Another
line from a different album (CD –how times have changed!)
comes to mind “I am standing on the threshold. I won’t walk
away no more”. I am as uncertain as you as to why these
two thoughts came to mind but I know I need
to trust what comes forth. So as I write my last
president elect message to you, I will flow with
the message I am meant to write at this time.

I discovered my short messages to you have
provided me with opportunities not imaginable
before. It allowed me to talk to you and in my
head get a sense of the diversity of CCA
members who will read what I have to say. It
also afforded me an opportunity to reflect on
my incoming role as President; to discern, that
which is important to me, to members and to
our profession. Standing on this threshold
allows me to observe the tremendous leaders
who have navigated our ship, the flagship, I like
to say, of the counselling profession in Canada. I have been
privileged to work with Karen Wright, Renee Pichée, Glenn
Sheppard, Lorne Flavelle, David Paterson and Maria De
Cicco, and numerous committed CCA Board members, all
leaders who had at their core a commitment to the well
being of CCA. They and the directors and presidential
pillars that came before them are the shoulders upon which
I stand to see my new role as president. They created what
lies beyond the threshold at which I stand. I know I am not
alone. So, in this message, let me talk a little about
thoughts I have been having here in Port George: intentional
thoughts and reflections on my incoming role as President
in Saskatoon in May.

It is no easy task following in the path of my two dear
friends and colleagues, David Paterson and Maria De
Cicco. Much gratitude is due to them and to their
tremendously committed and hardworking provincial
Directors. I hope my leadership will be a continuation of
their stewardship. So, let me share what I believe is
important to me, and what issues I believe I need to bring
forward over the next two years.

First and foremost, I believe that CCA is synonymous with
member services and with promotion of the counselling
profession in Canada. I am committed to furthering this.
Without the contribution of members, we would have an

association in disarray. This is not the case. We have a
very solid membership greater than 3,100 and growing.
This reflects, I believe, how well CCA has proven its
leadership in providing services but more importantly
contributing to the identity of counsellors in Canada. Even
with different titles and different roles, we all look to CCA
for its contribution to us as professionals. I am grateful that
in 1981, I convinced my school to fund me to go to my first

CCA annual conference in Calgary. It was there
I began a professional journey, one from which I
cannot walk away.

Providing services to CCA members is
important and an area that can grow.
Professional development of our members;
providing webinars and other formats of
professional development delivery and providing
outreach to rural and remote communities are
steps we can take. I believe we need to
connect more strongly with Canada’s northern
communities and with counsellors who work
there, some of whom do not have the
educational requirements for CCC but are doing
important and valued work. Canada developed

an east-west attitude because we grew that way. The
railroad was constructed that way, as was the
TransCanada Highway. Our history books describe us that
way. For me, inclusion in CCA membership and providing
opportunities to all parts of Canada need attending. At
present, there are categories of membership; categories of
inclusion and thus exclusion. Maybe we need to re-
examine what this means to our profession. How can we
be more inclusive without feeling threatened or feeling we
are compromising our standards? How can we encompass
those who have different skill sets yet are committed to
helping others, either voluntarily or by paid work?

On the horizon there is counsellor regulation. It’s actually
closer than the horizon. At a November symposium on
labour mobility in Ottawa, one of the six major themes
arising from two days of discussion amongst counselling
stakeholders across the country was: “The Role of a
National Association in a Regulated Environment”. We are
standing on a new threshold, one that asks the question:
How can CCA prepare to position itself in a regulatory
environment? I believe the speed at which regulation is
happening and the inevitability of regulation in many parts
of Canada mean that CCA needs to take action now in
order that we meet the needs of a regulatory environment.

  Continued on page 6

RON LEHR
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT-ELECT cont’d

Given that the Agreement on Internal Trade (AIT) requires
competency for regulation (which means that university
counselling programs might eventually have to demonstrate
to provincial colleges how they meet these competencies).
CCA can take an active role in the professional development
of required competencies and providing support to provinces
as they set up their regulatory processes.

CCA has a mandate to support the regulation of counselling
in Canada. Yes, a mandate but not to the exclusion of other
members who will not be regulated because they might
work in provinces or other jurisdictions that will not pursue
legislation at this time (or ever?). There are numerous
members (e.g. school counsellors and others) for whom
legislation might not be as important or who might not
require legislation at this time (note: I personally favour the
regulation of school counselling as well. I believe it would
add tremendous strength to this part of our membership).
CCA will, despite the change in our regulatory landscape,
continue to support all members.

I believe members give value to their certification as
Canadian Certified Counsellors (CCC) and will continue to
use this designation even when they are provincially
registered. We will need to maintain the quality and rigour of
CCC for statutory and non-statutory regulated counsellors.
Making CCC stronger means that members in non-regulated
provinces will be better situated to join a college should they
decide to move to a different jurisdiction. I believe with
regulation creeping across the country, CCA will become an
even stronger association. As the largest national
counselling association in Canada, we are in a good position
to connect and provide services to a regulated profession and
to the non-regulated membership. It is important that we
support regulation; but equally importantly, we need to bring
our focus back to members who have felt left out or isolated
because of the regulatory process.

There are many things that are important to me but I realize
that I am one member of an executive, one member of a
Board where there will need to be a collective vision, a
collective mandate. I have so many ideas that it will be
difficult not to want to try and implement them all, or to try
to influence others to go in this direction. I can’t do that. I
believe, however, in baby steps (What About Bob)!. There
are eleven new Board members joining CCA from across
the country and two former Board members returning to the
Board. I believe we, as a Board, will collectively determine a
mandate for the next few years and, together, we will create
projects that are achievable, successful, and that move us
in a preferred direction. What else can we do!

In closing, I want to talk about two final (for this reflection)
issues. One is diversity and the other is social justice.

We often talk about diversity/multicultural counselling to
students in counselling programs, and we often encourage
practitioners to be cognisant of diversity in their practice.
This might come in the form of culture, gender, race etc. I
believe we also need to reflect diversity at the national
Board level if we are going to truly represent the diversity of
our members and the diversity of our country. Currently, we
are a bilingual organization. These two official languages
are supported constitutionally by CCA and embraced by all
Directors of CCA. I love this about CCA! However, within our
country, there is a tremendous amount of diversity
represented in our provinces despite the language spoken. I
believe the CCA Board should be a microcosm of the
country. So, I will work to try to have more diversity
represented on the Board. I also need to throw down the
gauntlet, so to speak, and encourage you to seek out and
nominate Board members who are representative of our
diverse population. If we believe in unity, through diversity,
this will enable us to come even closer as CCA members
and professional practitioners.

We now have a Social Justice Chapter (SJC). Like all
chapters, they are doing an excellent job at growing their
chapter and doing excellent work for their members. SJC
has maybe 80 or more CCA members who have joined.
Personally, I believe we all need to be members of SJC or
active on issues of social justice. It is difficult for me to
imagine that those of us who choose to be professional
helpers are not concerned with injustices in the world. For
those of you present at Stephen Lewis’ talk to the American
Counsellors and the Canadian Counsellors in 2005, you
would have experienced the poignancy of his talk. You
would have heard his challenge to us to take action on
issues of social justice, especially AIDS/HIV in Africa. In
the recently approved CCA Standards of Practice (2008),
Article A2 Respect for rights was described as follows:

Counsellors understand and respect the rights and
freedoms of those with whom they work and others who
may be disenfranchised by poverty, structural injustice, war,
and other inhumane discriminatory practices. Counsellors
convey respect for human dignity, principles of equity and
social justice, and speak out or take other appropriate
actions against practices, policies, laws, and regulations
that directly or indirectly bring harm to others or violate their
human rights.

I draw attention to the idea that we “speak out or take
appropriate actions” on issues of rights and social justice.
Can we (should we? must we?) as an association, and as
CCA, take a more proactive stance on this? How can we
more effectively do this? Is it not the role of our Association
and our members to contribute to a safer and healthier
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT-ELECT cont’d

place for Canadians and others in which to live and grow up?
I believe that our public voices are part of the obligations of
professional ethics. But how does the way we conceive of
our professional responsibilities need to change to make
that happen? At CCA committee meetings we talk a lot
about this. I’d love to hear your thoughts as well.

I haven’t had the pleasure of meeting most of you yet, but I
 am Kevin Alderson, Associate Professor of Counselling

Psychology at the University of Calgary. I have taken over
from Vivian Lalande as your editor of our journal, the
Canadian Journal of Counselling (CJC), effective July 1,
2008. So you can put a name to a face, I have attached a
picture that includes me and Vivian Lalande.

Maria De Cicco, our illustrious president, was in Calgary for
a short visit in January 2009 and we took the opportunity to
discuss journal business and enjoy some social time
together. I have two exciting changes to announce regarding
our journal.

First, effective July, 2009, the Canadian Journal of
Counselling will begin to publish online short case
summaries in a new section called “The Practitioners’
Notebook.” Further details are located in the Call for Case
Summaries section below.

Second, effective July 1, 2009, CJC will be available online
(http://cjc-rcc.ucalgary.ca/cjc/index.php/rcc). A hard copy of
the journal will continue to be mailed to members and
subscribers until October 2009, at which time hard copy will
be discontinued. Beginning with volume 44 (January 2010),
the journal will only be available online with members and
subscribers having full access, while other users will have
access to all issues prior to the current year only.

Call for Case Summaries

Introducing The Practitioners’ Notebook

We now invite ongoing submissions from practitioners.
Beginning July 2009, the Canadian Journal of Counselling
will begin to publish online short (between 500 and 1000
words, not including a 50-100 word abstract) case

Two Upcoming Changes to the
Canadian Journal of Counselling

By Kevin Alderson, PhD, Editor

summaries in a new section called “The Practitioners’
Notebook.” The notebook is intended to provide
practitioners with practical and timely information about a
colleague’s successful work with a client. Although these
summaries will not be peer reviewed, they are expected to
contain two or three recent references that support the
approach taken in working with the client. Furthermore,
publication acceptance will remain with the editor of the
journal, and successful submissions will be edited for
content and/or grammar.

As part of your case summary, please include a Title (e.g.,
Counselling a High School Student with Severe Exam
Anxiety) and the following headings:

1. Relevant Background History (one or two paragraphs
providing the most important background information
regarding your client)

Vivian Lalande and Kevin Alderson

  Continued on page 8

I need closure on this short message. As president
beginning in May, I will carry with me ideas that have been
evolving within me for the past 28 years in the counselling
profession. Now, back to the peace and tranquility of my
view of the Bay of Fundy. Wouldn’t it be great if more
people experienced this peace and tranquility all the time?

Ron Lehr, President Elect
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UPCOMING CHANGES TO THE CJC cont’d

2. Presenting Issues (list one to three primary issues
affecting your client)

3. Theoretical Approach Utilized – between one and ten
words listing the theoretical approach behind your work
with this client (e.g., solution-focused, narrative,
person-centered)

4. Interventions (what did you actually do with the client?)

5. Outcome (what happened to the client? In what ways
did she or he improve?)

Making a Submission to The Practitioner’s Notebook

Returning Users
1. Go to our website at http://cjc-rcc.ucalgary.ca/cjc/

index.php/rcc

2. Login with your username and password. Don’t worry if
you have forgotten your password. Simply go to “Log
In” on the top menu and at the bottom of the screen,
press “Forgot Your Password?” and then enter your
email address. The system will send a message to
your email address with instructions for logging in and
resetting your password.

3. If not taken there automatically, first go to “User Home”
on the top menu.

4. Under “Canadian Journal of Counselling,” press
“Author.”

5. Under “Start a New Submission,” press “CLICK HERE”
to begin the submission process.

6. Under “Journal Section,” press “Section” and choose
“Field Work in Counselling.”

7. Complete the remainder of the submission process as
directed.

First-Time Users
1. Go to our website at http://cjc-rcc.ucalgary.ca/cjc/

index.php/rcc

2. Go to “Register” on the top menu.

3. Create a username, preferably using your first initial
and last name as one word.

4. Create a password of at least six characters.

5. Under the section called, “Register as,” be sure to
check “author.” The default will only set you up as a
reader.

6. Complete the remainder of this page and press
“Register.”

7. If not taken there automatically, first go to “User Home”
on the top menu.

8. Under “Canadian Journal of Counselling,” press
“Author.”

9. Under “Start a New Submission,” press “CLICK HERE”
to begin the submission process.

10. Under “Journal Section,” press “Section” and choose
“Field Work in Counselling.”

11. Complete the remainder of the submission process as
directed.

I now welcome submissions to The Practitioners
Notebook. Share your expertise with the rest of us so that
we can really use this part of the journal as an opportunity
to learn from each other. I hope to meet most of you at our
upcoming conference in May!

Favorite Therapeutic Activities
for Children and Teens:

Practitioners Share Their Most
Effective Interventions

A collection of creative counselling
techniques developed by practitioners
from across North America. This
invaluable resource is edited by best-
selling author Liana Lowenstein.

Download this eBook at no charge:

lianalowenstein.com

FREE  BOOK
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Whether it is a client, customer, stranger or an
employee, given the right provocation, and in the

absence of inhibitors, anyone is capable of acts of violence.
Sometimes someone may escalate very quickly for no
apparent reason. Other times there is a progression of
thinking and action that occurs. The following steps show
the potential progression of violence for an individual.

Grievance:        A feeling of being wronged in some way
occurs. The perceived injustice requires
the individual to pursue justice, or some
way of coping, in order to bring balance to
the situation.

Ideation:       The belief grows that aggression is
acceptable or that only aggressive actions
or words can correct the wrong done to the
individual. At this point, the individual is
growing in their feelings that aggressive
actions or words are justifiable for their
cause or situation.

Anger Leakage:  Progression of negative attitudes and
beliefs begin to affect behaviour privately or
publicly. This may be in the form of cynical
comments to others. Anger leakage begins
to manifest itself in some of the following
manners: reddened face, glaring, raising of
voice, excessive questioning.

Defiance:        The violent individual a) breaches the
target’s personal space, positioning
himself/herself in close proximity to the
victim.

Or, b) the violent individual begins to act
out their frustrations by: shouting and
yelling, slamming doors, throwing objects,
pointing fingers, pounding or clenching of
fists, etc.

Confrontation:  An assault or violent altercation occurs and
continues to escalate unless stopped. In
this stage they demonstrate lack of
response to verbal commands, physical
hostility and complete unreasonableness.

For those who work in an environment where there is
potential for violence, it is important to be aware of defusing
strategies and techniques. While no two situations are ever

Defusing Aggression

By Randy Grieser, MSW, RSW, Director of the Crisis & Trauma Resources Institute Inc.

the same, there are some concepts that may be utilized
when encountering a potentially violent situation.

Safe Distance
Safe distance refers to the minimum gap between you and
the perpetrator. Understanding that an aggressor can cover
much ground if attacking, a safe distance should be
maintained between yourself and the aggressor to
compensate for their heightened reaction time. (Please
note that personal space varies with culture and age.) A
safe and comfortable distance separating you and the
individual is around two arm lengths away.

Territory Awareness
When an individual’s anger is heightened, sometimes they
unconsciously or consciously take possession of a room or
space, as a way of having control of at least one aspect of
their situation. In this scenario, it is wise to recognize their
territory when approaching them.

Frontal Turn
When facing an angry person, a square shouldered stance
can unconsciously seem like a threat. Using a frontal turn
involves shifting one side of your body to a 45 degree angle
so that your body is not squared off directly facing the
aggressor. This stance also allows for your body to be
better grounded and does not expose your torso as much.

Acknowledgment of Signs
Trying to avoid acknowledging someone’s agitation often
just leads to further escalation. If the signs are obvious that
someone is agitated, acknowledge it.

Tone, Volume and Rate of Voice
Try to use a quieter voice (but steady) when trying to keep
a situation from escalating. Sometimes the other person
will begin to match your voice and start to calm down.

Brain Shifting – Right Brain/Left Brain
Everyone’s brain is made up of two sides. Each side
focuses on different activities. The left side focuses on
logic, language and numbers; whereas the right side
focuses on imagination, color, emotion and pictures. In an
intensely emotional situation, the brain relies heavily on the
right side where emotions are focused. Your goal is to use
language, which calls on the left side of the brain to help
shift the brain’s activity away from the right side. Asking
any question that shifts people away from their emotional
state may be helpful.

  Continued on page 10
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CCDF awards The Stu Conger Award for Leadership to individuals nominated by peers as leaders in the
field.

In addition to the award, a scholarship is granted to a student, chosen by the recipient, who
demonstrates leadership potential.

Recipients of the award to date include: Dr. Dave Redekopp (1997), Judy Lynn Archer (1998), Phillip
Jarvis (1999), John McCormick (2000), Dr. Vance Peavy (2001), Dr. Roberta Neault (2002), Dr Jacques
Limoges (2003), Dr. Danielle Riverin-Simard (2004), Dr. Armelle Spain (2005), Dr. Kris Magnusson
(2006), Kristine McGhee (2007), Michel Turcotte (2008).

The nomination deadline for the Stu Conger award is November 30, 2009.

For more information about the award, go to www.ccdf.ca

Defusing Aggression cont’d

Questioning
The purpose of questioning is to probe for more information
with the intention of better understanding the other person.
Closed-ended questions are not very helpful because they
only allow for a “yes” or “no” response. Asking open-ended
questions is helpful because they invite a longer response,
and allow for more options regarding how to respond. Two
key words in open-ended questions are what and how. Stay
away from why questions as people can become stuck on
the whys.

Finding Common Ground
When someone is being hostile towards you they are often
expecting you to defend yourself. The last thing they
expect is for you to agree with them. If you can find
something to agree on, no matter how small, it can help
create a feeling that you understand.

Use of We
It can be helpful to give the impression that you are working
with a person and not against them. By replacing words like
you and I with we, you can give the impression that you
want to be cooperative and are working towards the same
goal.

If you are in a conversation that continues to escalate, you
should consider withdrawing yourself from the interaction.
When closing an encounter, the person trying to diffuse the
incident needs to assess the individual involved, deciding
what the safest next step should be. If it is necessary,

firmly interrupt the discussion in a respectful and calm
manner, informing the individual that, for now, the
conversation must end. If the individual persists, warn them
that you will call for help and/or the police and then be
prepared to do so.

About the Crisis & Trauma Resource Institute Inc.
CTRI provides professional training and consulting services
for individuals, communities and organizations affected by,
or involved in working with, issues of crisis and trauma. For
more details visit their website at www.ctrinstitute.com

 Continued from page 9
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“Nothing Personal” — Career Counselling:
It’s Nothing if it isn’t Personal

  Continued on page 12

By: Jacqueline Synard, B.Comm, MBA, M.Ed

“Reflecting on my first internship experience at a university
career counselling centre, I am struck by the need for
‘counselling’ in the purest sense. Teaching a client to write
a résumé is one thing; helping her find the confidence to
send it out is usually the bigger challenge. No, Master’s
degrees and Ph.D.’s do not guarantee self-worth any more
than they guarantee jobs. Competing in a world that
requires you to ‘sell’ yourself is brutally hard when you don’t
believe in yourself. When, despite your years of experience,
you can’t even get a job as a waitress simply because
you’re not twenty-one and blonde. The reality is that either
you or your skirt must fall short.

I am also struck by how often “I’m lost” went beyond a
mere cry for guidance when making a big life decision, as
even older clients yearned for mothers who, for varied
reasons, were painfully absent earlier on. Maybe Freud had
a point after all. I also recall, prior to internship, questioning
my professor, “Always do a suicide assessment, even for
career counselling?” I would now suggest, especially for
career counselling.

Mostly, however, I am inspired by the courage of my clients.
The courage to share their deepest fears with a complete
stranger. The courage to challenge conventional definitions
of success. One client particularly lingers in my mind. I think
of his will to persist in the face of having lost everyone that
mattered via the triple whammy of downsizing, divorce and
death. His presenting issue? – cover letter. Despite sadly not
having even one person in his life to list as an emergency
contact, what I will most remember is his resilience to drum
up at least one big belly laugh of hope during each session.
As I say good-bye, I pray that he walked away with just one
tenth of the hope he inspired in me. Yes, career counselling
is most definitely personal.”

Cleaning up my office recently, I came across this
reflection, written nearly two years ago as a student at the
idealistic high point of my counselling degree and career
transition. I reminisced of more idealistic times, when both
financial and job markets were healthier. With rejection
letters and economic news chipping away at clients’ hope,
career counselling in tough times is definitely tough. And
while résumé and interview skills need to be more polished
than ever, so does one’s self-esteem and sense of identity.
Career counselling is real counselling — period.

This distinction between employment advising and career
counselling was reinforced for me as I sat in on an
“outplacement consulting” session following the shutdown

of a major high tech company. There were clear personality
distinctions between the friendly, salesman turned career
counsellor and the hard-working, broad-shouldered, gentle
soul of a man who was just laid off. Keeping the three
session target in mind, the ‘counsellor’ ignored the quiet
yet visible flow of tears; he quickly got down to the
business of “getting on with it”, and set up a time for a
résumé review. Me, I would have started with the tears.
Perhaps because the client evoked images of my rural
upbringing where strong and sensitive men prevailed.
Macho, snowmobiling men who, contrary to stereotype,
could say I love you just as easily as they could shoot a
moose. However, mindful of my role as an observer, my
ignorance of the sublety of masculine codes of crying
conduct, and countertransference, I said nothing. Later, as
the man broke down, I kind of wish I had.

The humiliation of breaking down, coupled with the shock of
losing his job, was too much. The loss poured out… the
loss of a job, … the loss of an identity, ... the loss of health
benefits the same week as a knee injury. The loss of a next
month’s mortgage payment… and, perhaps, the loss of a
house and dreams of a baby as he struggled to finance the
fertility treatments needed to race against his wife’s
biological clock. I don’t know what happened to him. My
guess is he somehow found a way to support his family.

Of course, this man needed help with his job search. And
yes, the actual ‘client’ is the paying employer not the
person with the pink slip. Yet, even the tightest business
models have room for a few minutes of compassion and
basic human empathy. The ‘career counsellor’ mentioned
here, however, was not a cold capitalist. He was a nice,
likable guy who simply lacked the basic training we
counsellors take for granted. As we move to collectively
solidify our professional identity, we need to make this
distinction visible. Efforts to become a regulated college
and change our name are good moves. Yet, we need to go
beyond solidifying our ‘brand’ as such. We also need to
work to have consistent standards of training and
competencies. Especially when anyone can (and does) call
themselves a counsellor. Furthermore, our emerging social
justice movement reminds us of our moral obligation to
advocate for those rejected for more than having a typo in
their cover letters - the disabled, new immigrants, mothers
re-entering the workforce and such.

Finally, despite the title, I’m not suggesting that all career
counselling clients hit the couch and blame their mothers
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“Nothing Personal” cont’d
 Continued from page 11

ENDOWMENT PROGRAM:
BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE
The Canadian Career Development Foundation
(CCDF) and the Canadian Counselling Association
(CCA) are pleased to sponsor an endowment
program established to stimulate and support
innovation in the field of career development.

This fund is intended to promote imaginative and
leading edge initiatives that extend our
understanding of critical issues, push the envelope
and strengthen our practice, offer new and creative
approaches to service delivery and career self-
management, and contribute to improved quality of
life in Canadian communities.

Each year, CCDF will award up to $7,500 to a
project, or projects that demonstrate potential for
the advancement of career development.

Deadline for submissions is October 31, 2009.

For full details, please download the PDF version of
the application form at http://www.ccdf.ca/PDF/
endowment.pdf.

Please use the Word file at http://www.ccdf.ca/
Documents/endowment.doc to construct your
proposal.

There is no provision for completing and submitting
your proposal online.

for all their failures – economic or otherwise. Most often, a
résumé review is just that – a résumé review. Clients lead,
counsellors follow. However, we can only follow if we remain
open to the bigger picture, creating openings for clients to
go where they need to go. No doubt, times are tough. But
so are clients. And more than ever, we counsellors – career
or otherwise - need to be in the business of hope.
Practically-speaking, helping clients reclaim their resilience
is the best we can do to weather the inevitable storms of
uncertainty. Just as realism and idealism naturally sit
together, there’s no reason why both practicality and
compassion can’t co-exist. Counselling, it’s nothing if it
isn’t personal.

Note: Client details and stories have been altered to protect
confidentiality.

Great News! 
For sale: An Inuksuk

just for you! 
Here’s your chance to give
that important person a
unique and significant gift,
an Inuksuk, which is
symbolic of leadership, the
importance of friendship
and reminds us of our
dependence upon one
another.

 A special purchase
 for only $23
 from CCA!

Shipping and handling extra.
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The Canadian Counselling Association will hold its Annual General Meeting on May 21, 2009 from
12:00-13:30 at the Delta Bessborough Hotel, 601 Spadina Crescent East, Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan S7K 3G8.  Every member is invited.

AGENDA
            Welcome

1. Acceptance of Agenda
Motion Required: To accept the agenda (as revised).

2. Minutes of May 2008 AGM
Motion Required: To accept the minutes of the May 2008 AGM as presented (as
amended).

3. President’s Report

4. Presentation of the Board of Directors

5. Motion Required: To destroy the ballots received for the 2009 elections.

6. Financial Report 2008-2009
Motion Required: To receive the 2008-2009 audited financial statement as presented.

7. Approval of 2009-2010 Auditors
Motion Required: That van Berkom & Ritz LLP be selected as the Financial Auditors for
2009-2010.

8. The name of the association – See note below

9. Other Business

10. Adjournment
Motion Required: To adjourn the meeting.

The name of the association
Motion: That the Board of Directors of the Canadian Counselling Association recommends to the
Annual General Meeting in May 2009, that the name of the Association be changed to “The
Canadian Counselling and Psychotherapy Association”.

ATTENTION ALL CCA MEMBERS



Canadian Certified Counsellors

The following CCA members have been recently
certified.
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Alberta
Carmen Dodsworth
Carol Malec
Graham McComiskey
Aimee Muchortow
Melanie Dawn Palmier
Yulit Price

British Columbia
Louisa Beaufort-Balik
Pauline Goh
Susan Guttridge
Risa Handler
Diana Hoffman
Pauline Adele Kesteven
April Lies
Marie Maccagno
Marvin McDonald
Joelle McKiernan
Fez McLeod
Madeleine Mulaire
Erika Norman
Rhyannon O’Heron
Nidhi Sharma
Nathan To
Elsa Valenzuela
Mary Walsh
L. Claire Winterton
Paul Yeung
R. Elaine Young

Manitoba
Maribela Arruda
Judith Baskerville-Skinner
Julia Oosterveen

New Brunswick
Ashley Cavanaugh
Todd Cormier
Erin Holowaychuk
Brenda Saulnier
Krista Underhill-Hamilton
Tanja Weininger

Newfoundland and
Labrador
Penny Cofield

Nova Scotia
Andrea Bonsey
Denise Chiasson
Isabel Gillis
Jacqueline Greenough
Darlene Messervey
Darlene Whitman

Ontario
Humaira Amir
Jennifer Andersen
Ana Carolina Aragao Delage
Sylvia Berger
Josee Brouillette
Elisabeth Haramic
Susan Harrison
Angie Eunjoo Ji
Aarti Kibedi (Poon)
Coreen Kayla Landau
James Loh
Natasha McBrearty
Gabriella Meleca
Gloria Norgang
Alison Price
Tiffany Rush-Wilson
Marianna Shturman

Prince Edward Island
Marilyn Balderston

Quebec
Lizette Gilday
Irina Kotlova
Margaret Owen
Jennifer Sidel

Saskatchewan
Gwelda Hales
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CCA Board of Directors /
Conseil d’administration de l’ACC

2007 - 2009

Executive Committee / Comité exécutif
President/Présidente: Maria De Cicco (president@ccacc.ca)
President-Elect/Président élu: Dr. Ron Lehr
(ron.lehr@acadiau.ca)
Past-President/Président sortant:Dr. David Paterson
(dpaterso@sfu.ca)
Treasurer/Trésorière: Connie Gerwing (gerwing@siast.sk.ca)
Secretary/Secrétaire: staff / membre du personnel
Executive Director/Directrice générale: Barbara MacCallum
(dg@ccacc.ca)

Provincial Directors / Directeurs provinciaux
Newfoundland-Labrador/Terre-Neuve et Labrador: Dr. Lynda
Younghusband (lyndajanemorris@hotmail.com)
Prince Edward Island/l’Île-du-Prince-Édouard : June J.
Sanderson (jjsanderson@edu.pe.ca)
New Brunswick Anglophones: Maxine MacMillan
(maxine.macmillan@gnb.ca)
Nouveau-Brunswick francophones: Réal LeClerc
(Real.Leclerc@gnb.ca)
Nova Scotia/Nouvelle-Écosse: Linda Wheeldon
(linda.wheeldon@acadiau.ca)
Québec francophones: Michel Turcotte
(mturcotte@sympatico.ca)
Quebec Anglophones: Janice Tester (janice.tester@mcgill.ca)
Ontario Anglophones: Hope Burke (Wojcik)
(hope.burke@ocdsb.ca)
Ontario francophones: Mona Chevalier
(MCheva@lacitec.on.ca)
Manitoba / Nunavut: Lorna Martin (lorna.martin@gov.mb.ca)
Saskatchewan: Connie Gerwing (gerwing@siast.sk.ca)
Alberta-Northwest Territories / Alberta et Territoires du
Nord-Ouest: Dr. Kris Magnusson (kris.magnusson@uleth.ca)
British Columbia-Yukon / Colombie-Britannique et Yukon: Dr.
Blythe Shepard (blythes@uvic.ca)
CCDF President/Présidente FCAC: Barbara MacCallum
(bmaccallum@rogers.com)

CCA National Office/ Siège social de l’ACC
16 Concourse Gate Suite 600 Ottawa, Ontario K2E 7S8

Tel/tél. : (613) 237-1099 Fax/téléc. : (613) 237-9786
Toll Free / Sans frais : 1-877-765-5565

E-mail/courriel : info@ccacc.ca
Website/site internet - www.ccacc.ca

Standing Committees / Comités permanents
2007 - 2009

Appeals Committee/ Comité d’appels  - Maria De Cicco (Chair/
présidente)
Ethics Committee/ Comité de déontologie - Lynda
Younghusband Ph.D, (Chair/présidente)
Finances - Connie Gerwing (Chair/présidente)
Membership Services Committee/ Comité des services aux
membres - Maxine MacMillan (Chair/présidente)
Advocacy & Liaison Committee/ Comité Plaidoyer, durabilité
et liaison - Lorna Martin (Chair/présidente)
Certification Advisory Committee/ Comité sur la certification -
Michel Turcotte (Chair/président)
CACEP/CAPFC - Dr. Sharon Robertson & Dr. Bill Borgen
(co-chairs/co-présidents)
Bilingualism and Biculturalism Committee / Comité sur le
bilinguisme et biculturalisme – Réal LeClerc (Chair/président)

Chapter Presidents / Présidents des sections
National Capital Region/Région de la capitale nationale:
Suzanne More Kerr (suzannemorekerr@sympatico.ca)
British Columbia/Colombie-Britannique: Wendy Woloshyn
(wendywoloshyn@shaw.ca)
Career Development/Développement de carrière: Sareena
Hopkins (s.hopkins@ccdf.ca)
Counsellor Educator/Formateurs de conseillers: Tim Black
(tblack@uvlc.ca)
Creative Arts in Counselling/Arts créatifs en counseling:
Lucy Lu (lucylu8@gmail.com)
Private Practitioners/Conseillers en cabinet privé: Pat
Donihee (pat@doniheeconsulting.com)
School Counsellors/Conseillers scolaires: Janice Graham-
Migel (jgraham@staff.ednet.ns.ca)
Aboriginal Circle/Cercle autochtone: Roger John
(rogerj@uvic.ca)
Pastoral / Pastorale: Jim Robertson (counselh@telus.net)
 Social Justice / Justice sociale : Jo-Anne Stoltz
(jstoltz@cfenet.ubc.ca)

CCA Staff / Personnel de l’ACC
Executive Director/Directrice générale: Barbara MacCallum
(dg@ccacc.ca)
Membership/Certification: Danielle Veilleux (danielle@ccacc.ca)
Registrar/Registraire: Josée Taillefer (Registr@ccacc.ca)
CEUs/UÉP: Marisabelle Terriault-Elibani
(marisabelle12@hotmail.com)
CJC Editor/Rédactrice en chef, CJC: Dr. Kevin Alderson
(cjc.rcc@ucalgary.ca)
Office Manager/ Chef de bureau: Denise Beaudette-Manley
(cognica@ccacc.ca)

CCA / L’ACC

     Cognica Ad Rates / Taux publicitaires
1 Time/fois 4 Times/fois Size/format

1 page $510.00 $430.00 ea/ch. 6 ½ X 9"

1/2 page $325.00 $270.00 ea. 3 ¼ X 9"

1/4 page $215.00 $165.00 ea. 3 ¼ X 4 ½

Business card $ 85.00 $ 55.00 ea. 2 X 3 ½
/ carte d’affaire

Insert Rates / Taux des encarts
< 30 gr $   700.00
31 - 54 gr. $   805.00
55 - 64 gr. $   910.00
65 - 84 gr. $1,020.00
85 - 114 gr. $1,290.00
> 115 gr. call for quote/appeler




